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‘Biohacking’: A thematic analysis of tweets to better understand how ‘biohackers’ conceptualise their practices

Abstract

Biohacking, considered to include technology such as wearables, lifestyle changes and nutrition to allow one to optimise their health, is growing in popularity. However, the definition of and insights according to those involved in these practices remains elusive and unexplored. Technological advancements, including the internet, have given rise to globally connected communities and various health-related consumer technologies that measure health metrics from the comfort of one’s own home. While health-related information sharing and technology-assisted health tracking may appear beneficial, it also affords many opportunities for harm through the spread of misinformation and the use of potentially inaccurate devices.

Adopting a qualitative approach using thematic analysis, this study focused on identifying the practices and topics discussed publicly on the Twitter social media associated with the hashtags #biohacking and #biohacker. The main topics were physical fitness, nutrition, mental health, self-development, genetics, and neuroscience. Most of the biohacking practices were found to be health-centric and include practices such as dietary or herbal supplements or chip implants that could interact with medical investigations and treatments. This highlights that biohacking practices should be included as part of a proper medical history to allow healthcare providers to recommend safe and appropriate therapies, and to avoid supplement-drug interactions and adverse events. Implications for biohacking are vast and minimising harms, whilst optimising benefits at the individual and population level requires a better understanding of how biohacking practices are conceptualised. This will
help inform healthcare decision-makers, policymakers, and industries associated with the practices identified.
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Author Summary

Biohacking is growing in popularity and there is no published literature exploring exactly what this relatively new phenomenon entails and how biohackers conceptualise it. Published literature on biohacking often refers to the practise as involving invasive subdermal chip plants or various forms of technology. We searched Twitter using hashtags #biohacker and #biohacking to identify public tweets discussing this practise. We found the phenomenon of biohacking to be amorphous, encompassing a wide range of lifestyle measures, some of which do not require the use of technology such as nutrition and exercise. The advent of internet and technology has made health-related information sharing easily accessible across the globe, allowing users to track their health metrics and make changes without the input of a trained health professional. Implications for this are vast and includes many potential benefits but also many potential harms due to the spread of misinformation, and interactions between drugs and medical treatments. Our study provides new insights into how the emerging biohacking movement is conceptualised by biohackers on social media, implications for health safety and the need for a refined definition of biohacking to assist medical practitioners in talking with patients about their practises.
Introduction

A dictionary definition of biohacking is: “attempts to improve the condition of your body and mind using technology, drugs, or other chemical substances such as hormones” [1]. This definition may be interpreted as attempts to improve health using technology, drugs, or other chemical substances such as hormones. Biohacking is growing in popularity; however, the definition of and insight from those involved in this practice remains elusive. Recent and more rapid advances in technological developments in the health domain, since the advent of the internet and emergence of personal computing devices, e.g., smartphones and wearables, have allowed innovation of a range of digital options and devices for health monitoring and information sharing [2]. Society has come a long way from some of the oldest known wearable technologies, e.g., the 17th-century Abacus ring originating from China’s Qing dynasty era to modern-day smartwatches and activity trackers [3], as shown in Figure 1. This includes both consumer grade wearables, e.g., fitness trackers such as Fitbit and Garmin, and medical-grade diagnostic devices e.g., Kardia, a pocket-sized electrocardiogram monitoring device [4,5]. Advances in these technologies combined with the internet boom has given rise to a health-conscious global movement of early adopters of healthcare technologies. Connected by networks of publicly shared tools and resources, an estimated 65.6% of the population were internet users in 2021, compared to 0.4% in 1995 [6,7]. This steep increase has been paralleled in the number of connected wearable devices bought/worn worldwide: sales more than doubled from 325 million in 2016 to 722 million in 2019, forecast to exceed 1 billion by 2022 [8]. This increase in internet users has facilitated sharing of health-related information with people wanting to change their lifestyle, such as nutrition and exercise habits based on this information, which may come from unreliable sources, potentially resulting in harm [9]. These related developments have sparked interest in the acquisition of and engagement with health data and do-it-yourself (DIY) biological
modification, often undertaken in informal settings such as homemade laboratories [10], with knowledge and expertise coming from self-identifying biohacker communities, whether in person or online platforms [7], rather than in a formal medical context.

Technological advancements have also improved our understanding of nutrition, drugs and other chemicals, and this information is now disseminated and made accessible on blogs, social media, podcasts, and other online platforms [11,12]. Our understanding of the pharmacological effects of drugs and chemicals, conventionally used for prevention and management of medical conditions, has allowed for these to also be considered for use in health optimisation [12,13].

As adoption of unregulated consumer health-related technologies only continues to increase, it is imperative that healthcare staff are aware of the technological advancements occurring out with medical contexts. Awareness and adoption of healthcare related technologies into the healthcare system often lag behind the rapid progress of advancements due to strict safety regulations [14]. The risk of the public turning to biohacking practices to manage their health is likely to increase, requiring the crucial task of filling the gaps in our knowledge. Given the extensive nature of biohacking practices, it would be prudent for health care professionals to understand the fundamentals of biohacking to enable them to identify potential harms and mitigate these.
To the best of our knowledge, no published data exists about online discussions on biohacking, making it difficult to ascertain what exactly biohacking refers to in the eyes of the biohacking and non-biohacking public. There are a plethora of podcasts, blogs, websites, and conferences on biohacking, yet again there is ambiguity as to what exactly this refers to. The aim of this study was to explore what participants on Twitter (twitter.com) are discussing using the term ‘biohacking’, collecting tweets that included relevant hashtags (#biohacking and #biohacker) to identify the themes and topics discussed. This is the first known study to synthesise what biohacking practices entail and evaluate discussion on ‘biohacking’ on social media. This study attempts to investigate how biohackers conceptualise their practices and any associated technology to help fill this gap.

**Methods**

**Data collection**

Twitter is a social media platform that was established in 2006, allowing users to interact with each other, using 280-character messages, known as ‘tweets’ [15,16]. The public nature of tweets and the ease of accessing and searching the publicly available tweets makes Twitter ideal for mining data for research purposes. A hashtag used before a word or unbroken phrase creates a way to categorise tweets based on the content or target group of the tweet [15]. More than 300 million active users publish more than 500 million tweets daily, and whilst not representative of any specific population, the demographic on Twitter is broad [15].

Global tweets that included the English-language hashtags #biohacking or #biohacker were prospectively collected using Twitter archiving google spreadsheet (TAGS v6.1) between 24
August and 24 September 2020 [15,17]. These hashtags were selected to limit the analysis to tweets that users had identified as being relevant to biohacking. Only tweets including at least one of these hashtags will have been collected by TAGS for further analysis. TAGS allowed automated data retrieval over this period, using convenience sampling

Tweets were collected and analysed by QR, excluding those that were irrelevant to the topic (promotions and spam not lending itself to meaningful thematic analysis) and those not in the English-language (see Figure 2). Independent coding of 10% of tweets was undertaken by HMM.

Figure 2: flow diagram of findings

As all collected tweets were publicly available at time of collection, this study was not subject to review by an institutional ethical review board [18,19].

**Thematic Analysis**

Thematic analysis was employed to explore peoples’ discussions of biohacking on Twitter. An inductive approach was applied during the manual coding process, using NVivo V12 [20]. The questions asked during identification of themes were: “Is this tweet aimed at health improvement?” and “What is the key message in the tweet and what theme does this fall under, if not health?”.
Once coding was complete for all tweets that were deemed to be ‘on topic’, they were merged where deemed appropriate. As an example, ‘nootropics’ and ‘smart drugs’ were merged into a single code called ‘nootropics’. Thereafter, the codes were grouped into broader organising themes e.g., physical health and nutrition. This was an iterative process with progressive grouping of themes into more general parent themes. Initial coding and presentation of the data was done by QR. LCC and HMM contributed to interpretation of the coded data.

As nutrition formed a major theme of the analysis with many subtopics, a sunburst diagram was created to demonstrate the various nutrition-related topics discussed in a hierarchical and proportional representation (see Figure 3).

Findings

Of the total 1269 tweets identified using hashtags #biohacker and #biohacking, all were assessed for eligibility, with a total of 741 excluded. Among the excluded tweets, 110 were not in the English language, 201 were deemed to be non-sensical or irrelevant to biohacking and 430 were retweets. The remaining 528 tweets were included in the thematic analysis (see Figure 2).

Early in the coding process, it became apparent that most of the tweets were health centric, and content within each tweet belonged to a multitude of themes, often with an overarching theme of health. Nutrition comprised the largest theme under health and this contrasts to some of the definitions of biohacking in published literature where technology, wearables and embedded implants are commonly referenced [21]. Thematic analysis revealed substantial heterogeneity when it comes to what Twitter users perceive to constitute biohacking. The
tweets ranged from basic lifestyle advice such as sleep and nutrition to more invasive suggestions such as subdermal chip implants. An example of a tweet about health is “The same things that kept you healthy for centuries still keep you healthy now! Sleep, Sunlight, Exercise, Real food”. However, a tweet by another user refers to a more invasive form of biohacking: “…small, passive, sensor-equipped injectable subdermal implants that allow users to check their vital parameters”.

The three major themes were physical health, psychology, and science. Within each theme there was a wide variation in topics (Table 1) and these are discussed in more detail.

Table 1: themes and topics identified, alphabetically organised

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical health</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>Emotional Intelligence</td>
<td>Antibiotic resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative medicine</td>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>Astrology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomarker Testing</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>Gratefulness</td>
<td>Capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Health</td>
<td>Habits</td>
<td>COVID-19 Vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Health</td>
<td>Meditation</td>
<td>DIY Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detox</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>Mind body spirit</td>
<td>Evidence Based Biohacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut health</td>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>Exclusion Zone Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair</td>
<td>Mindset</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing</td>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Heat Shock Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Interstitial Pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Physical Health

The most popular topics discussed within the theme of physical health included physical fitness, nutrition, wellness, aging, hormones/neurotransmitters and sleep (Table 1).

Physical Fitness

Tweets on physical fitness included the topics of performance, exercise, and breathwork.

Tweets about exercise referenced benefits of various modalities of exercise including weightlifting, cardiovascular exercise, CrossFit®, high intensity interval training (HIIT).

Tweets on breathwork emphasised the many benefits of breathwork for general health, with
much ambiguity as to its exact benefits. The other topics with minimal tweets discussed fitness, yoga, bone density, sport, and blood flow restriction training.

On the topic of physical fitness, one Twitter user tweeted:

When the legs lose their pep, what’s an aging distance runner to do?

1. Wallow in self-pity
2. Embark in #biohacking journey, using #IoT wearables & custom #MachineLearning models.

Leveraging: @Azure @whoop @MyFitnessPal @GarminFitness

Nutrition

Tweets discussing nutrition included specific nutrients, supplements, and diets, as shown in Figure 3. Supplements and coffee comprised most of the discussion within nutrition.

Supplements discussed included nootropics, ketones, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD), peptides and probiotics. The proposed benefits of supplements centred on improving cognition, mental clarity, and general physical wellbeing. Discussion on coffee was polarised with discussion about black coffee, as well as bulletproof coffee, with the latter often having butter or another fat source added to it [22]. Other tweets recommended a move towards use of personalised nutrition; lab grown meat; organic foods and avoidance of seed oils to maintain good health. A couple of tweets emphasised going back to fundamentals such as eating vegetables and ensuring adequate hydration status. One user tweeted “You should add broccoli to your diet. It provides you with multiple vitamins & minerals: Vitamin C, Zinc, Magnesium, Selenium, Sulforaphane, Indoles”. Another user tweeted “Hydration is often overlooked in terms of importance for health. Being dehydrated is one of the main things that can negatively impact testosterone production.” A few tweets conveyed the users’
perceptions of the importance of blood tests to determine nutrient status for personalising diet. Nutrition is a key topic of discussion relevant to biohacking.

![Sunburst diagram of topics discussed under the theme of nutrition. The diagram is hierarchical and proportional according to number of nodes.]

**Wellness**

Wellness was used in the context of physical and mental health, although there was a lot of ambiguity in many of the tweets as to exactly what this means. Wellness was included under the topic of physical health as this was the predominant context within which this term was
used. Those tweeting about biohacking and using ‘wellness’ often took a holistic approach, as demonstrated by the use of this word in the contexts within which it has been used. Using #wellness, one user tweeted “Your State Of Mind Is Everything”, and another quoted Dalai Lama “Happiness is not something ready made. It comes from your own actions. - Dalai Lama”. Many of the practices in this theme do not require the use of technology, drugs, or other substances.

**Aging**

Aging related discussions included methods of achieving longevity, supplements and lifestyle habits purported to slow aging. One user commented “You can't control chronological age, you can, however, slow cellular aging.” One user commented that their telomere test suggested their biological age was less than their chronological age. The emphasis on aging was on living healthier and longer. One user tweeted “Testosterone is anti-aging for men”. These practices involve a combination of technology, drugs, other chemicals and lifestyle changes.

**Hormones and neurotransmitters**

There was an emphasis on testosterone and cortisol amongst tweets discussing hormones, with dopamine being the main neurotransmitter discussed. Some of the tweets discussed methods to optimise testosterone such as minimising dehydration, reducing intake of ultraprocessed foods, and increasing intake of specific nutrients, and improving other general lifestyle habits.
Testosterone was mentioned in multiple tweets with an example shown below:

“Optimized testosterone production means:

- Lower body fat
- More muscle mass
- Stronger bones
- Better circulation
- Healthier heart.”

Cortisol was also mentioned with one user tweeting “Box breathing exercises are an excellent way for you to reduce stress levels & the stress hormone cortisol”.

**Sleep**

Discussions on sleep included methods of “biohacking the circadian rhythm”, use of blue light blocking glasses, sleep monitoring methods and general lifestyle changes to improve sleep quality. One user tweeted about a sleep tracking app: “Sleep Cycle App Review: A sleep quantification tool and precision alarm clock. An app that all real Biohackers need: Sleep Cycle alarm clock”.

**Disease and pathology**

Inflammation and insulin resistance formed the bulk of discussions about disease and pathology, with tips on methods of reducing inflammation and improving insulin resistance focussing on dietary and lifestyle changes. The other discussions were about pain management, autoimmune disease and one tweet was about the impact of dental health on the
immune system and inflammation, as one user tweeted: “How Your Teeth Are Impacting
Your Immune System, Sleep, Performance, Inflammation”

**Physical Therapies**

This theme included practices that were discussed in the context of improving health and
included grounding, sun exposure, pulsed electromagnetic magnetic field therapy,
biofeedback, massage, bioresonance therapy, ozone treatment, sauna, cold exposure, and
hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Grounding is the practice of making direct skin contact with the
ground [23]. The tweets referring to grounding suggested that this practice improves sleep
and reduces inflammation. An example of such a tweet is “The Science of Grounding: How
Earthing Improves Sleep and Reduces Inflammation”. Once again, some practices here such
as massage, sun exposure and grounding involve no technology, drugs or other substances.

**Psychology**

The discussions related to psychology were generally about improving mental health using a
variety of techniques such as mindfulness, meditation, and self-development with a couple of
hashtag references to #psychedelics. The two tweets that mention psychedelics as hashtags
make no reference to any particular use other than as a means of biohacking. However,
interest in psychedelics is growing as a form of therapy to treat a variety of mental health
conditions including depression and post-traumatic stress disorder [24]. The full list of topics
discussed can be seen in Table 1.

Some of the tweets suggested stressing less to improve other aspects of physical or metabolic
health such as testosterone whilst others advised on physical lifestyle changes that could be
made to improve mental health. An example is “drop the ultraprocessed food and mental
health will improve” and another tweet suggested that increased muscle mass could reduce risk of depression. The references to spirituality, Buddhism and Taoism suggest that various spiritual practices form part of some biohacking routines.

Science

More esoteric topics were grouped under science where the tweets were focussed on scientific fields or specific scientific technologies, that were not explicitly related to any of the other themes. Discussion of genetics was the most popular topic within this theme, spanning nutrigenomics, genetic modification and Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) technology.

Other topics and keywords mentioned included biology, nuclear respiratory factor (NRF), synthetic biology, stem cells, heat shock proteins, metabolism, microbiome, spiderbeer and toxins. Spiderbeer refers to production of silk by inserting the silk gene from a spider into a plasmid [25]. There was one tweet that asked, “What the best place to start to learn about the latest (evidence based) #biohacking?”, raising an interesting point about the evidence base behind this movement.

There were several tweets referring to do it yourself (DIY) science, centred around the ease with which the COVID-19 virus and vaccines could be engineered out with traditional settings. An example is "Thanks to a technological revolution in genetic engineering, all the tools needed to create a #virus have become so cheap, simple, and readily available that any rogue scientist or college-age #biohacker can use them, creating an even greater threat."
This tweet emphasised how technological advancements have significantly lowered the barriers to allow people to engage in bioengineering out with formal establishments.

**Human Enhancement**

Implants were a popular discussion topic for methods of human enhancement and included near field communication (NFC) subdermal chips, brain chips. One twitter user stated “Embrace it. It’s inevitable. We’re all going to slowly merge with the machine.”

**Discussion**

**Implications**

Despite increasing adoption of consumer health-related technologies and practices, published literature on biohacking remains sparse. The existing literature often refers to biohacking with practices such as genetic modification and subdermal chip implants [26,27]. However, this study highlights that this does not seem to be the main practice of those engaging in biohacking, with many practices requiring no technology, drugs or other substances. This suggests that practices deemed to be biohacking are likely to be much more prevalent than many would consider according to the definitions mentioned. To our knowledge, this study is the first to explore publicly available discussions on biohacking, and the themes and topics reveal that most people could be deemed to be engaging in biohacking practices, even if they do not identify as biohackers. This practice could be as simple as taking a dietary supplement or meditating. This study highlights the importance of ongoing research in this field of unregulated consumer health-related technologies, especially as access to and sharing of information and knowledge continues to increase with the use of social media and resources on the internet.
These findings raise the question as to whether the definition of biohacking needs to be refined to include a broader conceptualisation of practices, accounting for intention, early adoption and self-identity. A refined definition: “biohacking refers to intentional attempts by early adopters to improve the condition of their body and mind, often using technology, drugs, or other chemical substances such as hormones”.

Despite the perception among some people that biohacking must involve some form of technology, our findings show that this is not necessarily the case. This study demonstrates how all-encompassing the perception of biohacking is on Twitter, incorporating most aspects of basic human needs through to cutting edge technology [21]. For example, nutrition is a fundamental human need and has been practiced in various ways throughout human history and the act of eating is not technological in and of itself. However, what has changed is our understanding of nutrition and ability to share and access information online, enabled by advances in technology. These advances have allowed for better understanding of nutrients, their health benefits as well as allowing nutritional intake to be tracked [28]. More specifically, physical fitness and nutrition comprise a significant proportion of discussions on biohacking which does not align with definitions in published literature on biohacking. Yetisen refers to biohacking as “do-it-yourself citizen science merging body modification with technology” with the motivation of biohacking including “cyberkinetic exploration, personal data acquisition, and advocating for privacy right and open-source medicine”.

Whilst the findings in this study include some of these topics, it expands well beyond to include more basic practices that require no technology or data acquisition such as sun exposure and dietary change [29]. Another paper refers to biohacking as “optimising one’s physiology through practices including intermittent fasting, elimination diets, targeted
supplementation, and multiple cycles of androgenic anabolic steroids” [30]. The heterogeneity in what constitutes biohacking in published literature is apparent and this study advances our understanding of how biohackers conceptualise their practices and future research should build upon these findings.

With regards to technology, wearables can provide useful health related data including heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate variability and rhythm [31]. However, there is heterogeneity in the quality of hardware and algorithms of these wearables. Inaccurate data can be more harmful than no data, especially if this data is used for diagnostic and treatment purposes. Integration of these technologies are rapidly progressing through the Gartner Hype Cycle [31], meaning consumers and healthcare providers should remain mindful of the potential for harm to occur.

With access to and provision of healthcare being affected during the COVID-19 pandemic, many have turned to self-care practices accompanied by an increase in people seeking information on health, often on social media [32,33]. This has the potential to cause harm if people follow health related advice without seeking healthcare input, especially those with pre-existing health conditions. An example is someone with coronary heart disease attempting to follow an exercise regime without consulting with their healthcare provider. The COVID-19 pandemic has catalysed the number of people seeking health related information online, and thereby increasing the risk of exposure to misinformation and potentially dangerous practices [33].

**Strengths**
Some strengths of this study are that the information is in the public domain on Twitter where biohackers are sharing information and there was a large dataset. This affords researchers an opportunity to repeat this study in future to explore changes in biohacking practices as technology continues to develop.

**Limitations**

At present, tweets are limited to 280 characters. This poses a challenge for collecting comprehensive data on discussions on specific topics. In this study, we found that many tweets used bulleted lists or a collection of many hashtags, posing an issue for clear interpretation. Although threads, whereby multiple tweets are published in a chain, are often used to overcome this, these can be difficult to collect and analyse as each tweet was identified independently by TAGS software and even then, each tweet in the thread may not always include the relevant hashtag to allow it to be identified as relevant.

Relevant tweets published by self-identifying biohackers that did not use the hashtags #biohacker or #biohacking will have been excluded during initial data collection, as well as those that were not in the English-language. The lack of demographic profile data restricted further analysis involving deeper sociological meaning and makes it difficult to exclude fictional tweets.

Unlike other large social media platforms, tweets are public by default, and the application programming interface (API) makes access to these tweets readily available. However, there are limitations to the number of queries that can be run, capturing only a proportion of tweets relevant to our topic. The number of tweets not captured remains difficult to quantify.

Furthermore, tweets from users who choose to make their account private will have been
excluded from our analysis. A recent survey showed that 13% of US users keep their twitter accounts private [34].

Despite searching Twitter using the hashtags #biohacker and #biohacking, there was an abundance of tweets that were irrelevant to the topic being studied. This included tweets linking to other websites, referencing human rights abuse or using lists or words that were incomprehensible. This is due to the fact that hashtags are user-generated, making them usable within any context.

This is the first known study to analyse discussions on biohacking, which meant that an inductive approach to the collection of tweets and their analysis was required to understand how ‘biohackers’ conceptualise their practices in their own terms, rather than applying a priori definitions from medical or academic perspectives. This approach was used due to restrictions of data exploration and collection on the Twitter platform and novelty of this topic for which social media provides an ideal platform for biohackers to share practices. Whilst being convenient for research purposes, this does highlight the ease with which misinformation can be propagated with easy access. The themes identified in this study will allow further research to be undertaken using a variety of keywords identified to find discussions of more focussed biohacking topics. However, the search did not include the hashtag ‘#biohack’, and this may have excluded some tweets that did not also include any of the hashtags used for data collection.

Sentiment analysis, whereby positive or negative attitude is identified and analysed, was not possible due to the lack of sentiment expressed in the tweets. This was, in part, due to the use
of the broad search terms using hashtags #biohacker and #biohacking and 280-character limitation imposed by Twitter.

**Recommendations**

The general recommendations that arise from this study are for increased awareness amongst healthcare professionals about biohacking practices to facilitate effective conversations and documentation as patients may not always offer this information without being asked. There may be lethal consequences as a result of some biohacking practices such as an interaction between an anticoagulant and dietary supplement increasing bleeding or thrombotic risk [35]. As this study demonstrates, taking dietary supplements forms a large part of biohacking practice and these may have interactions with prescribed medication, affect organ function, and cause toxicity [36]. Furthermore, with increasing consumer genetic and blood testing available to consumers, it is crucial that healthcare professionals are aware of the potential that patients may be self-diagnosing and self-treating in the context of biohacking and such information needs to be accounted for when discussing treatment options, risks, and benefits. This study highlights how vast biohacking practices can be and suggests that healthcare professionals should routinely ask patients about any self-directed health practices that they engage in as not all patients will identify as a biohacker or be aware of potential harms.

**Conclusion**

The aim of this study was to explore what participants on Twitter (twitter.com) are discussing using the term ‘biohacking’, collecting tweets that included relevant hashtags (#biohacking and #biohacker) to identify the themes and topics discussed. This study has highlighted the heterogeneity and variation in what the public discussion of biohacking is. Twitter users
using biohacking hashtags posted about many topics related to the enhancement of health, drugs, and technology, often assisted by data acquisition, with the greatest contribution related to physical fitness and nutrition. Health appears to be important for people discussing biohacking, with a particular emphasis on physical fitness and nutrition which do not always require technology, drugs or other substances. The implications of unprecedented access to scientific knowledge, wearable and embedded health-related devices are immense, and the emergence of the biohacking community should be better understood with a view to a unified definition of biohacking. These results demonstrate the ambiguity underlying biohacking and call for enrichment of scientific discussion surrounding the topic of biohacking, incorporating deeper sociological components such as factors influencing adoption, risks of biohacking practices and how healthcare professionals can assist in identifying and mitigating these.

Given the changes that the internet and technology has brought about in shaping human behaviour, big changes lie ahead and as we move towards an increasingly connected world with more affordable technology, it is imperative we are aware of the various movements being shaped. These changes can benefit the health of the population but also afford much opportunity for harm. This information should allow for public health and healthcare professionals to implement policy surrounding education, regulation, and safe use of such technologies as society inevitably continues to adopt technology at unprecedented rates.
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